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Although the concept of algorithms has been established a long
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time ago, their current topicality indicates a shift in the discourse.
Classical definitions based in logic seem to be inadequate to describe their aesthetic capabilities. New approaches stress their
involvement in material practices as well as their incompleteness. Based on the distinction of form and medium, as known
for example in Luhmann’s work, we propose that algorithms are
actual forms taken out of a medium we tentatively call algorithmicity. We attempt an observation of defining aspects of such a
medium by drawing a trajectory across a number of sound pieces. The operation of exchange between form and medium we call
reconfiguration and it is articulated along this trajectory.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Algorithms are now ubiquitous, everywhere we look they made
their way into the titles of exhibitions, movies, books and conferences. Even when discounting a certain fad factor, we still find
them newly in job descriptions. The timing is at first surprising,
given that the modern use of the term began in the first half of
the last century (Blass and Gurevich 2003). But as computing
power increases and computers become cheaper, we can now
employ algorithms virtually everywhere and with increasing
complexity — resulting in a heightened awareness of their “intelligence” and ethical implications. The best design effort is made
so machines do not get in our way (Weiser 1993), nevertheless
we feel their presence.
Although algorithms have inspired the electronic art for a long
time, the understanding of their aesthetic consequences has
changed over time and currently is undergoing another shift,
possibly the reason for the renewed interest in their artistic use.
The aim of this article is to explain this shift and to attempt to
describe a medium of algorithmicity from which algorithms may
obtain their forms.1 The method is an examination of how forms

1. Medium here does not denote a
physical medium, but the pair medium/
form refers to their common understanding in systems theory, as represented for example in Luhmann’s work.
One could also think of the distinction
epistemic thing/technical object in
Rheinberger’s work.

move between a number of specific sound works. By doing so,
we propose that artistic strategies can be built based on such
motions that cut across the alleged boundaries of “pieces” and,
secondly, that this mode of observation may enrich the methodological repertoire of artistic research.

2 WHY ALGORITHMS MATTER
The discourse on algorithms and “artificial intelligence” often
carries utopian or dystopian undertones. They are provoked by
the distinction between human and machine agency, allowing
for such perceptions as the “uncanny valley” (Mori [1994] 2012).
This distinction is upheld by the image of coding/decoding, often
including the ideal of perfect reconstruction. It is assumed that
something real — an experience, a thought, a movement — can
be transformed into a finite set of elements that may then be
transported or “machine learnt” and unfolded or predicted as an
evocation of that original experience or movement. People are
worried when the reconstruction is not complete; when the distance between the endpoints of control and communication, i.e.
conceptualisation/perception or intention/interpretation, is not
annulled: somebody, something did not understand.
The antagonism in the relationship between human and machine stems from the idea of cognitive delegation. Algorithms are
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supposed to embody the products of our thinking processes. For
instance, computer music pioneer Gottfried Michael Koenig stated that at the beginning of a composition there is a set of rules
which originates from an “act of invention”, and the computer system is merely concerned with the question “given the rules, find
the music” (Koenig [1978] 1993). To this effect, computer scientist
Robert Kowalski succinctly defined “Algorithm = Logic + Control”
(Kowalski 1979). In the tightness of language and cybernetics, no
space was left for excess. The algorithm was thus characterised
by rigidity, purity, stringency, and in fact, immateriality: After
all, algorithms — and even their control components — were abstract procedures for which a concrete implementation still had
to be found before they could be actually executed. Likewise, algorithmic art shared the same reservations as conceptual art towards craftsmanship and the preference of the immaterial act of
symbolisation. For example in Frieder Nake’s Paragraphs, very
similar to the manifests of Sol Lewitt or Lawrence Weiner, one
finds: «Computer art is concept art insofar as it describes an idea
and does not show the material work» and «Computer art shares
with conceptual art … a neglect of materiality» (Nake 2010, §10,
§21). Max Bense’s generative aesthetics refers to the material carriers required for aesthetic objects, but they remain the passive
receivers of rules, theorems and semiotic arrangements (Bense
[1965] 1971).
This view is recently being challenged by various artists and
scholars in fields such as software studies or cultural theory. Algorithms now bear a crucial relationship to material reality, they
can have unintended consequences, they can crash machines,
etc. Algorithms have become performing entities. This has profound aesthetic consequences. The classical algorithmic aesthetics were formal. For example, the ideal of form was given by computer scientist Donald Knuth as an elegance expressed through
conciseness, clarity, efficiency and suitable representation (Fuller 2008). A variation of this is cognitively defined, whereby the
more compressible and predictable a code is for an observer,
the more beautiful it is (Parisi 2013, §1.4). One might argue that
Bense made the opposite statement, where the aesthetic value
lies in order defined as an irregular (unpredictable) distribution,
but nevertheless this conception is based on efficiency in terms
of information and entropy coding. Against interactive and generative aesthetics based on prediction and probabilities, Luciana
Parisi argues instead that novelty does not arise through external forces (e.g. integration of real-time environmental data or
Bense’s random number generator) but is the result of a speculative tendency at the heart of computing, such that end results
are alien to the initial conditions. In her theory, an algorithmic
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object not only possesses a finite material form, the particular
implementation and set of instructions. It is complemented by
an abstract reality that makes it possible to produce and transform novel data. This surplus value is non-written and non-implemented, “incompressible” in the sense that it cannot be formulated.
If we say that algorithms are characterised by imperfection,
we thus understand this not as glitch — the celebration of failure — but as the resistance to become determinate; imperfection
in the sense of a durational and iterative, a constant reconfiguration. One can now see that, as abstract writing, algorithms
exhibit a congruency with compositional processes as forms
of becoming. And with them they share the difficulty if not
the paradoxicality of observing and describing that which is
non-written and un-realised. The task then is to find strategies
of “de-paradoxicalisation” (Luhmann 1993), of engagement and
entanglement to nevertheless obtain a glimpse of the blind spots
and to incorporate findings into future practice. In other words,
we have to take a fresh look at the agency in these processes.

3 SPACES
One way to conceive a medium is by analogy of space. This was
done for example by George Spencer-Brown who qualified an
unmarked space (medium) and a marked space containing all
distinguished forms (Spencer-Brown 1979). In our case, the two
types of spaces could be named the space which enables algorithmic practices, and the space produced by the very same practices.
If one accepts, at least for the moment, a comparability between
the scientific epistemological process and the aesthetic epistemological process,2 several findings from science and technolo2. The question whether art as such
or artistic research in particular deals
with the production of knowledge, and
what the nature of that knowledge is,
is beyond this article. There are entire
monographs on this topic (Mersch
2015). Here we rely mostly on a notion
of “epistemic semiosis” as expressed
by Rheinberger and which seems a
good fit for the aesthetic field as well.

gy studies and the history of science may be incorporated into a
theory of the marking of space, the transition from medium to
form. To understand the agency that realises this boundary, one
might start with the interaction of human and machine which
Andrew Pickering describes as a dance:
As active, intentional beings, scientists tentatively construct
some new machine. They then adopt a passive role, monitoring the performance of the machine to see whatever capture
of material agency it might effect. Symmetrically, this period
of human passivity is the period in which material agency actively manifests itself. Does the machine perform as intended?
Has an intended capture of agency been effected? Typically
the answer is no, in which case the response is another reversal of roles: human agency is once more active in a revision of
modelling vectors, followed by another bout of human passivity and material performance, and so on. (Pickering 1995, 21f)
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While the two actors are still clearly separated here, in the next
step Karen Barad’s concept of intra-action might be adopted. Human and machine are now inextricably connected in their production of space, time and matter. More importantly, there is no
predetermined separation between the object and the apparatus
of investigation. "The apparatus enacts a cut delineating the object from the agencies of observation" (Barad 2007, 114). In a very
similar manner, Hans-Jörg Rheinberger describes the “epistemic
thing” as incrementally delineated through interaction with and
emergence from technical objects, an interaction taking place
in a special space called an experimental system (Rheinberger
1997). Like Barad’s mattering, meaning is produced through a semiosis that is primarily material and only secondarily linguistic.
If this seems in contradiction to Parisi’s insistence on an abstract
reality of algorithms, it must be added that Rheinberger defines
this semiosis as a relation between the produced material traces
and “invisible entities”.
The two reviewers of this article have asked that I give a precise definition of algorithmicity. The problem is this: in Spencer-Brown’s (and subsequently Luhmann’s) perspective, the
space of the medium, although being “pervasive”, can only be
indirectly observed by marking it and obtaining specific forms.
Similarly, in Rheinberger’s perspective, the epistemic thing does
not have an ordinary reference. If we give a name to it, algorithmicity, such a reference "is always alleged, and it must remain, at
least if one is taking the matter seriously, without precise meaning" (Rheinberger 2008, 41).3 What Rheinberger suggests, is that

3. My translation from German.

one tentatively stabilises technical sub-routines because the two
spaces codependent on each other and without such stabilisation
the unmarked side would simply “dissipate”. The agency then
appears in the, perhaps small, differences from iteration to iteration, and by getting involved in material explorations we approach the unstable concept.

4 TRAJECTORY
The remainder of this article is therefore used as a case study in
relating changes in an apparatus with the properties or characteristics of a medium of algorithms. It chooses a particular trajectory cutting across a number of pieces4 based on the use of
4. A selection of sound examples to
accompany the discussion of these
pieces is available at https://archive.
org/details/marking-space-of-algorithmicity.

similarities or imperfect reconstructions. It is the nature of such
trajectories that one can only artificially determine starting end
ending points. The use of sound similarity approaches to elucidate the dance of agency between composer and computer had
previously been investigated (Rutz 2012), and the three pieces
included in that study will be taken as points of departure from
which we can now iterate with a more precise toolbox.
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The idea to work with similarity can be traced back to a notion of “sound mobile” (cf. Rutz 2014b, §4.2), i.e. a structure that
both guarantees an identity and object-form (recognition) but
also produces ever varying changes so that the object is experienced always from different angles. A notation is fixed but the
performance is variable. For example, we may have a descrip-

Fig. 1. A mobile sound structure (left)
in the sound installation Zelle 148
(2006; right). From a virtual data pool
of half an hour of recorded sound, the
notated duration is between one and
two minutes. One actual rendering of
five minutes is shown in blue. Spikes
indicate resting points.

tion: ‘In the second section, lasting between one and two minutes,
the recording of the sound of a rock sliding repeatedly across
the floor of the room is heard.’ Then what I am interested in is
that as each visitor or audience member is exposed to the piece,
the same but different sliding rock is produced, for instance by
selecting a slice from a much longer recording of these sounds.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1.

This is an extremely simple algorithm, making it a good case to
start with. If we return to Kowalski’s definition, we may find the
situation shown in Fig. 2. Although the distinction between “data”
and “parameters” is somewhat arbitrary, I have associated the
corpus or source material with the logic component since it will
most directly engage with the definition of data structures, and
the performance parameters with the control component. The
agency of algorithms is closely related to the exchange processes with their “environment”, what has been labelled data, parameters and implementations here. For example, the duration
parameter will be the result of experimenting with an implementation of the algorithm, and on a finer grid we will encounter
more parameters. Then the distribution function (linear, exponential, …) to choose randomly from the duration interval may
be written into the control component or may be visible as a parameter from the outside.

Fig. 2. Algorithm after Kowalski (shaded) with environment interactions.

The double arrows should make clear that an algorithm is neither a given nor a static structure but something that comes into
existence through these exchanges and is prone to drift and iteration, once we start to use it as a “sub-routine” in a successive
project. It therefore makes more sense to talk about the configuration of all the elements of Fig. 2 along with their relations.
We can then observe re-configurations, the addition or removal
or exchange of elements and relations, each of which contributes to an understanding of what could be called the medium
(Luhmann 1995), the unmarked space (Spencer-Brown 1979) or
the epistemic thing (Rheinberger 1997) of algorithms — what we
want to call algorithmicity — and how through iteration a specific form (Luhmann), marked space (Spencer-Brown) or technical
object (Rheinberger) emerges.
Iterations may happen at the local level, within a piece. Observing them requires either strong discipline while composing
or a second instance, conflicting with the “extimate” unity of
artist and computer.5 A solution is to make this second instance
5. The term describing the blending of
intimacy and exteriority was originally
used by Lacan (Pavón-Cuéllar 2014),
and was applied by Rheinberger to
the experimental situation (Schwab
2013b).

an automatic tracing system integrated into the apparatus, an
attempt that we have undertaken with a software framework
(Rutz 2014a). But iterations also happen when we move from
piece to piece, as the boundaries of pieces are organisational
demarcations providing useful gaps that may bring the re-entry
of algorithms to the front, to use Spencer-Brown’s term for the
production of forms. Through these gaps we may then detect the
medium in between the pieces, as drafted in Fig. 3.

		

Fig. 3. Three individual periods of
iteration yielding distinct pieces (gray)
and marking gaps in the medium of
algorithmicity (blue).

So if we cross such a gap, the “sound mobile” is instantiated
again in the live-electronic piece Inter-Play / Re-Sound (2011).
One reconfiguration here is that instead of an existing corpus,
live material is captured from a microphone. The function that
preserves the piece’s identity is fulfilled by analysing this material in terms of its spectral content, aligning it with pre-composed
structures for specific types of detected sounds or condensing the
live signal into various buffers by keeping only those chunks that
are similar to a template sound. The stable handle of “similarity”
as our compositional strategy now introduces new algorithmic
elements that may connect to existing ones. Here, such an element is the signal process that extracts and cross-correlates the
spectral content. In other words, an important aspect of algorith6. The creation of new machines
through ‘orientation’ and ‘composition’
has been examined by Heinz von Foerster (2003) and Dirk Baecker (1996).
If we think of a duplication of Fig. 2,
the two copies of the system will be
rotated and asymmetrically connected
through their respective environmental
transitions. In our example, the data
structure of the algorithm that makes a
random time selection within a corpus
is filled with data provided by the algorithm that analyses the spectral frames
of the input sound.

micity is the ability to compose algorithms.6
Across the next gap, the automatism that was introduced
through the spectral analysis provides the basis for the fixed media piece Leere Null (2012). Here we leave the metaphor of the
sound mobile, and similarity — now taken as a centrifugal force
away from identity — is used as a motor to produce unforeseen
sequences of sounds, scanning a huge corpus of heterogeneous
input sounds. Fig. 4 shows a timeline view of the second part of
the piece. Even without seeing the detail of the spectra, one can
grasp the ability of a simple proposition to organise the material. Here the algorithm is duplicated and follows two strategies
for the selection of sounds: while subsequent sounds are always
chosen based on strong similarity to one another (now taking
into account both spectral and temporal development), one strategy tries to equally maximise similarity between concurrently
heard sounds and the other tries to maximise dissimilarity between concurrent sounds. The result is two different forms, one
defined by a coherence with concurrent sounds contributing to a
fused spatial gestalt, the other defined by a Tudoresque ecology
in which we can perceive many different elements transparently
		

interpenetrating each other.
Fig. 4. Timeline showing sonogram
arrangement of sounds in Leere Null.
Time passes horizontally and concurrent sounds are vertically distributed.
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One simple switch in polarity leads to two irrelative qualities.
What is the source of this irrelativity? It must lie outside the binary polarity switch. A plausible explanation is that we witness
a phenomenon according to Barad’s definition, that is the emergence of an entity through the interweaving of observations and
the whole experimental arrangement. It would be false to simply
attribute it to the complex interaction between individual components of the Kowalski algorithm, such as the specific type of
spectral feature vector or the weighting function between subsequent and concurrent similarity. Instead it must be understood
as the result of our experimentation with the algorithms, the
whole trajectory, our investment that led to the particular constellation that we take now as its end point. Trajectory means we
can always take another step: how the corpus of possible sounds
came into existence. How sounds are “drained” from the corpus
once they have been used, injecting thus a tiny reactive compo7. When Agostino Di Scipio analysed
Xenakis’ stochastic music, he noted an
inability of self-organisation — without
a reactive component, «the unexpected,
the singularity of events, does not
become a source of information and
transformation» (Di Scipio 1998).

nent into the algorithm7.
The next node in the chosen trajectory is a joint. The first
source is the previously used similarity measurement function
based on audio feature extraction. The second source stems from
my engagement with genetic algorithms (GA) in a research project on instrumental algorithmic composition. The potential of GA
as asymptotic form generators is fascinating, but I was looking
for a way to employ them in the domain of electronic music and
sound art. I was interested in approaching synthetic sounds as a
new material I had rejected so far. I began experimenting with
the genetic programming (GP) of synthetic sounds by evolving a
graph of signal processing blocks (UGens) and evaluating it based
on the audio similarity with a given target sound. The convergence of this process is incredibly slow if the number of UGens
is large and no combinatorial heuristics are given, as the space
of possible graph topologies is immense. Instead of introducing
such heuristics and constraints to shrink the solution space, I decided to observe the intermediate products of the search irrespective of their proximity to the target sound. Several interesting aesthetic properties appear: there is a multitude and variety
within the individuals of each population, especially considering
those “less fit”. The algorithm exhibits its peculiarities through
the way DSP blocks are mutated and combined. Although the
target sound has a fixed duration, the sound structures are temporally unlimited, furthermore they are parametric models that
can now be further composed and even extended to arbitrarily
high numbers of channels.
With this technique, I developed both a sound installation Configuration (2015) and a fixed medium piece Grenzwerte (2015). In
the installation, the formal elements are triggered by and ren		
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dered through the specific space, the layout and atmosphere, the
objects found in situ. Room recordings from the boat in which
the installation took place where used to drive the genetic programming. But how to organise the sound individuals coming
out of this programming? The algorithm is composed with two
other algorithms. On the basis that an installation is foremost
a spatial form with no musical-dramatic linearity, the individuals — all those falling within a given interval of fitness — were
fed into a two-dimensional self-organising map (SOM) based on a
spectral feature vector, providing a plane for look-up or traversal. But what kind of traversal? The classic Boids algorithm from
Craig Reynolds provides a simple mechanism to scan a field with
adjustable balance between coherence and disjointness. Each
swarm particle picks up the sounds (using nearest neighbour
search in the SOM) for one of the nine sounding objects in the
installation. Often the particles are close to each other, producing perceptually close forms, sometimes the swarm breaks apart
into groups, providing spatial contrast (Fig. 5). In Grenzwerte,
which is a stereo piece, the Boids did not make sense. The configuration was changed to unwind the map, beginning at one point
and then finding the nearest neighbour, deleting the data point
and repeating. One such path is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. Traversal of sounds (left) in
Configuration (right). Each red dot
is a sound synthesis graph obtained
through GP and placed in the SOM.
Superimposed is a swarm of nine
agents scanning the map, each connected to a sound transducer in the
installation.

Fig. 6. Section from a path unwinding
in Grenzwerte. Each data point is
visualised by the corresponding UGen
graph, the colour gradient describes
the temporal succession.
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5 LATERAL CUT
For the sake of brevity we will stop at this point with the “similarity” trajectory, although there would be more nodes. Instead,
this article finishes by adumbrating a lateral cut. We can imagine
the space of algorithmicity as an ether in which trajectories such
as the one described before can be precipitated. A last important
property to highlight is that these paths are not isolated fibres,
but they are actually interwoven. Evidence will be given through
a short second fibre that crosses the preceding one in the installation Configuration.
This is a visual fibre, and therefore an illustration is helpful
again to explicate what is difficult to verbalise (Fig. 7). On the left
side a rendering from a graphical user interface is shown that
is used both to visualise processes during the development of a
sound installation and to act as an interface for live improvisation. Both in the “unsupervised” display and the live operation
the problem of screen space occurs. The number of processes
and their parameter structure change, so an intelligent partition
of the display is sought. We also need to be able to pan and zoom
at different levels of detail. The system derives from an information visualisation toolkit and a particular forced-directed layout
algorithm for graphs. An N-body force defines the gravity or repulsion between all vertices along with a Barnes-Hut coefficient,
a drag force simulates friction, and a spring force controls the
edges in the graph. As a result, processes will self-organise their
use of the screen estate. Together with a convex hull rendering

8. This impression is limited in the
figure as it misses the animation.

for groups of parameters, the interface obtains an aesthetics resembling amoeba on a specimen slide.8

Fig. 7. Three nodes from a visual fibre.
A control surface for sound processes
and live improvisation interface using
a force-directed layout (left), a visual
translation of the genetic programming
based on the same layout augmented
with additional forces (middle),
a decomposition of text using the
augmented layout (right).

Ever since this system became operational, it was self-evident
that the visual beauty constitutes an autonomous quality beyond
the functional design. The gap we cross in the transition from the
left to the middle image of Fig. 7 is the withdrawal from the context of an auxiliary display and the construction of a pure video
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work. In Configuration, one of the rooms contains a video triptych. The image shown here is a frame from one of the three videos, following the evolution of selected sound structures as they
mutate and crossbreed through the genetic programming — the
point of intersection of the two fibres. To procure a vertical alignment, experiments were conducted with the algorithm, finally
arriving at two custom “torque” forces that bring the structure
into the desired vertical layout.
The second and last gap shown here occurs within this installation piece. The third of the video triptych attempts to find a
visual form for text. (The movement of text components through
my work would indeed be yet another fibre that finds a crossing
point here.) From the augmented layout used to produce the GP
video, an experimental system was constructed where all parameters could be adjusted. Although just a dozen in number, the
dynamics become very complex and the spectrum of possible
shapes and gestures extremely large. The reconfiguration that
took place encompasses the exchange of UGens for text letters
as vertices, the addition of a second edge type for connecting
text lines, and most importantly the introduction of key frame
snapshots for the parameter set. Interpolations are performed
between key frames while the interaction between the parameters is all but linear, bringing the structure from stable plateaus
to clusters and chaotic oscillations and back again.

6 CONCLUSION
We have suggested that algorithmicity is the medium or unmarked space of algorithms which are its specific forms. Rather
than focusing on a predominantly technological determination,
for example when Lev Manovich contends that an independent
software medium configures the mental model of the “user”
(Manovich 2013, 204), and rather than applying a psychological
underwriting of creativity as is often the case in cognitive science, we propose that this medium is more acutely located by the
ensemble of positions presented here, from the speculative and
incompressible nature of computation (Parisi) to the intra-action
of human and apparatus (Barad) to the experimental spirit (Rheinberger). If we move experimentation to the foreground, the
boundary that extends beyond Kowalski’s definition becomes
the main focus. We suggest that the boundary operations are best
described as reconfiguration, operations where many elements
and relations, representations and concepts remain intact but a
few critically change. We propose that reconfiguration happens
on several time scales and that it will be especially useful to extend the observation beyond individual pieces and instead look
macroscopically at series of pieces. This way we amplify the gaps
that allow us to study the nature of marking the space. Pieces
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become resting points; we select a stable reference, such as the
“sound mobile”, and map out the possible moves of algorithmicity, such as the catenation or nesting of algorithms, the reimplementation of a concept, the movement from a formerly internal
detail of a program to a more exposed governing position. This
project is also an invitation to artist-researchers to participate in
the mapping process, since experimental systems have likewise
been identified as an insightful perspective on artistic research
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